
Centaur® 5” Rail is the premiere 
horse fence. Centaur® has the 
traditional look of board fence 
without the high maintenance 
costs. Created from a blend of virgin 
polymers, embedded with three 
strands of 12.5 gauge wire, Centaur® 
is a superior flexible fence that is 
safer than wood, wire or vinyl. 

Centaur® 5” Rail withstands 
impact without risking serious 
injury to your horse. Centaur® 
technology combines the pliability 
of polymer with the strength of high 
tensile, creating a rail that is safer, 
stronger and more flexible, helping 
reduce serious horse injuries on
your farm. 

Centaur® installs faster than wood and rigid PVC and will 
not splinter, rust, rot or crack! Minimal maintenance required 
for the life of the fence. 5” rail is available in:

The molded Centaur® high-tensile polymer bracket with 
steel reinforced bar is virtually indestructible. 
The exclusive design allows the rail to move through the brackets 
dispersing impact. Stability bars prevent “buckling” due to
                                            upward or downward pressure on
                                                    the rail extending rail life.

Centaur® is the inventor of 
High Tensile Polymer (HTP), 
a material that is a blend of 
impact modifiers, UV

Exclusive Centaur® brackets
are the only brackets created 
for flexible polymer fencing

Withstands expansion rates due to extreme
temperature changes.  

Each rail is installed in a continuous length allowing 
impact to be absorbed by the entire length of the fence. 

Centaur® 5” Rail is manufactured in
Muscle Shoals, Alabama. 

Centaur® 5” rail is easily combined with other Centaur® 
rail and strand fencing to fit your budget
or design needs.
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Safe and Secure Containment

Cross-Linked Polymer Technology 

Minimal Maintenance 
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stabilizers, and anti-fungicides. formulated for strength, 
durability and appearance, HTp fencing material is stain-
resistant and mildew resistant. 

Centaur® fence withstands temperature conditions from 
-40°F/-40oC to 200°F/93.3oC without becoming brittle or 
experiencing any kind of breakdown.

Centaur® fence life is 30+ years with a 30-year
limited warranty.

Superior flexibility gives 

Centaur® fencing over 

4,000 lbs of break strength 

allowing impact without 

serious injury. Spirited 

and playful times can be 

dangerous. Centaur® gives 

peace of mind knowing your 

horses are safely contained 

within a horse friendly fence. 
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Safer Horse fencing 
Since 1987

2802 East Avalon Avenue
Muscle Shoals, AL 35661
Email: info@centaurhtp.com

Whether you have a Storm Cat foal in your paddock or a storm 

looming on the horizon, Centaur® fencing is your best insurance 

policy. Centaur® fencing has a heritage of safety and quality in the 

equine industry. For decades, horse owners have trusted Centaur’s 

advanced engineering for the security of their horses. Centaur® 

fencing offers traditional looks without the traditional problems.

Part# 993133
0314

Choosing fencing material is a major decision. The team at 

Centaur® understands all these challenges, and we’re here to 

help. Visit our website at www.centaurhorsefence.com or 

give us a call 1-800-348-7787. We’ll be glad to go over your 

fencing plan and offer suggestions.

Centaur® Fence was developed because an innovative 

inventor, Ed Robbins, witnessed a tragic accident almost 30 

years ago – a friend’s horse became entangled in a wire fence, 

and was subsequently euthanized due to extensive injury. It was 

at that very moment when Ed Robbins, an avid horseman, swore 

he would create fencing material that would be extraordinarily 

safe for horses. And that’s exactly what he did!

Today at Centaur® Fencing Systems, all the rail products 

and single strand products utilize HTP, an exclusive cross-linked 

polymer technology, to create an incredibly strong and flexible 

horse fence. Each rail or strand is 

installed in a continuous roll, allowing 

any impact to be absorbed by the 

entire length of the fence.

With Centaur® fence not only are 

your horses safe but Centaur® adds 

value to your farm or property. These 

are the qualities that make Centaur® 

fencing an asset, not a liability.

Is Your Fence 
an Asset or a 
Liability?

Inventor of Centaur®

Ed Robbins

No painting

No cribbing

No boards to replace

No serious injury

for information call

1-800-348-7787

Maximum Flexibility 

Storm Cat foal protected by Centaur® fencing.

Preferred By The Best
High-Tech Tradition

Invest In An Asset
Not A Liability


